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Abstract

This paper is devoted to the study of mathematical structures related to the class of choice

functions satisfying the path independence property (Plott functions). The set of Plott functions has a

natural lattice structure. We describe join-irreducible and meet-irreducible elements of this lattice.

We introduce a convex structure on the set of simple words and show that Plott functions are in a

natural one-to-one correspondence with convex subsets of simple words. In particular, this

correspondence is compatible with the lattice structures on both sets. All these structures and

relations are functorially dependent on a change of base sets.

D 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

The concept of a path independent choice functions was introduced and coined by

Plott (1973), and we call these choice functions Plott functions. Although it should be
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noted that the idea to consider such functions was first proposed by Afriat. Plott

considered the concept of bpath independenceQ of a choice function as a means of

weakening the condition of rationality in a manner which preserves one of the key

properties of rational choice, namely, that choice over any subset should be

independent of the way the alternatives were initially divided up to consideration.

He considered the associativity law as the mathematical structure underlying path

independence concepts. Our purpose is to show that mathematics related to Plott

functions is much richer.2

The paper’s aim is twofold. The first one is to study the lattice PF(X) of the Plott choice

functions on a given (finite) set of alternatives X. Specifically, choice functions defined on

the same set X, can be compared by their bsizeQ: fVg if f(A)og(A) for any AoX.3 It turns

out that the set PF(X) endowed with this partial order is a lattice. Any element of a lattice

can be represented as the join of join-irreducible elements and as the meet of meet-

irreducible elements. We describe the irreducible Plott functions of both types and, for any

Plott function, we characterize the set of all meet-irreducible functions which dominate

this Plott function and the set of join-irreducibles which are dominated by this function

(see Theorems 1 and 2). We found that meet-irreducible Plott functions are exactly the so-

called circuit functions. Join-irreducible Plott functions are the so-called linear Plott

functions.

Linear Plott functions correspond to linear orders on (subsets of) X. It is convenient to

bcodeQ them by simple words (that is, by words over the alphabet X without repeating

letters). The set SW(X) of simple words has a natural tree-like order. Moreover, the set

SW(X) has a natural convex structure. Given a subset S of SW(X), one can form (with the

help of shuffles) its convex hull co (S). Roughly speaking, the convex space SW(X)

resembles the positive orthant RX
þ. In this language, Plott functions correspond to convex

subsets of SW(X) and vice versa (Theorem 3). The meet of Plott functions corresponds to

the intersection of convex subsets, and the join corresponds to the convex hull of the

union. Convex sets for circuit functions resemble semispaces and Theorem 1 is an analogy

of Minkowski’s theorem on a representation of a convex polytope as the intersection of

semispaces. Note also that the convex space SW(X) has the following basic property of

conventional convexity: a set is convex if and only if it contains the convex hull of any

pair of its points.

The second task is to find relations between the lattices PF(X) and PF(Y) for

different sets X and Y. More precisely, we consider three transformations (functors): the

direct image (from X to Y), the inverse image (from Y to X), and the weak direct image

(again from X to Y).

The direct image commutes with the join and transforms linear Plott functions into

linear Plott functions. The inverse image commutes with both the meet and the join.4

Therefore, it has the right conjugate operator (a functor) /! (we call it the weak direct

image) transforming Plott functions on X into Plott functions on Y. In contrast to the direct
2For the choice-theoretical properties of such functions, see, for example, Aizerman and Aleskerov (1995),

Aizerman and Malishevski (1981) and Moulin (1985).
3AoB denotes the inclusion of sets.
4Thus, the inverse image is a homomorphism of lattices PF( Y) and PF(X).
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image, the weak direct image commutes with the meet and transforms circuit functions

into circuit functions. Moreover, for a surjective mapping, it transforms rational Plott

functions into rational ones.5

Any rational choice function is a Plott function, but, of course, not vise versa. Thus,

Plott functions generalize rational choice functions. However, this is not a mere

generalization, it is a very natural one. Specifically, almost all natural constructions for

choice functions like the union, the direct and inverse images, take us outside of the

class of rational choice functions. The class of Plott functions constitute the minimal

extension of the class of rational choice functions for which all these operations become

well defined. (The situation is similar to an extension of rational numbers to real

numbers, or to adding points at infinity in projective geometry, or to introducing ideals

in algebra.) However, the rational choice functions still play an important role. Firstly,

any Plott function has a natural rational envelope. Secondly, any Plott function is the

join of special rational (namely, linear) functions. Thirdly, although meet-irreducible

(circuit) functions are not rational, they represent a natural generalization of belementaryQ
rational functions. Last but not the least, any Plott function has a canonical

representation as the direct image of some rational Plott function. (Using for that

lifting to a super-set resembles Riemann’s idea of many-sheeted covering of Riemann

sphere or the bespace étaléQ of a sheaf.)

On the other hand, the functoriality of Plott functions and many abovementioned

operations remain true for more general closure operators. The corresponding formalism

will be presented in a separate paper.

Summing up the main ideas of the paper, one may say that the notion of a Plott

function, which has origins in mathematical economics, is one of the fundamental

mathematical notions and generalizes the notion of a topology (or a partially ordered

set). Thus, it is worthwhile to apply to Plott functions general–mathematical notions and

tools conventional for topological spaces, bundles, sheaves, algebraic varieties and

schemes, etc.

We should say at once, that several principal notions and results which are developed in

our paper have appeared in the literature, although sometimes in another language and not

always in proper form. For example, the theorems about join and meet representations

were announced in either form by Malishevski (Aizerman and Malishevski, 1981;

Aizerman and Aleskerov, 1995). The notion of convex mixture of (complete) simple

words can be found in Duchet (1987) (under the name compatibility) or in Chameni-

Nembua (1990) (under the name quasi-unimodality). We thank B. Monjardet for drawing

our attention to these papers. As to the functoriality, we should mention a pioneering paper

(Litvakov, 1980) where the notion of the direct image (under the name graph-multiple

structure) was used implicitly for rationalization of a choice function. Later on, this notion

(under the name homomorphism for surjective mappings) appeared in the theory of

antimatroids and convex geometries (see Korte et al., 1991). We borrow from there the

language of simple words.
5A rational choice function sends each set AoX to the set of maximal elements in A with respect to an irreflexive

and transitive binary relation on X.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we consider general choice functions,

define the lattice structure and the localization operation. Plott functions appear in Section

3 in which we give examples, define lattice operations, and introduce the notion of

Plottization of a choice function. We also recall the well-known decomposition of path

independence as the conjugation of the Heredity and Outcast properties. In Section 4, we

give a theorem on the meet-representation of a Plott function by circuit functions. In

Section 5, we give a dual join-representation of a Plott function by linear Plott functions.

We also show that linear Plott functions on set X are in a natural one-to-one

correspondence with simple words over the alphabet X. This correspondence allows to

associate to any Plott function f a subset Bas( f) of the set SW(X) of simple words. In

Section 6, we introduce and study a convex structure in the set SW(X). We show that a

Plott function is nothing but a convex set in SW(X).

In Section 7, we define the operations of direct image, inverse image, and full direct

image of choice functions. In Section 8, we show that direct image sends Plott functions

on X into Plott functions Y. The direct image is used in the next section for constructing the

canonical rationalization of Plott functions. We study properties of the inverse image,

which is the right conjugate to the direct image within the set of Plott functions, in Section

10. Translation into our language of the main result in Kashiwabara et al. (2004)6 reads as

that any Plott function is an inverse image of a shelling function. The weak direct image, a

right conjugate to the inverse image, is studied in Section 11. In particular, we show that

the weak direct image transforms any circuit function into a circuit function and any

rational function into a rational function.
 T
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In what follows, X (as well as Y,Z and so on) denotes a finite set. A choice function on

X is a map f:2XY2X such that f(A)oA for any AoX. We do not require f(A)pt.
The set of all choice functions on X is denoted CF(X). This set is endowed with a

natural partial order. Namely, for f, gaCF(X), we write fVg if f(A)og(A) for any AoX.

The poset CF(X) is a distributive lattice with the join operation fvg (( fvg)(A)=

f(A)vg(A) for any AoX) and the meet operation f\g. The maximal element of this lattice

is the identical choice function 1X (1X(A)=A for any A) and the minimal element is the

constant choice function 0X (0X(A)=t for any A).

Generally, given a subset SoX, we denote 1S the following choice function:

1S(A)=S\A. Thereby, the Boolean lattice 2X is imbedded into the lattice CF(X). This

imbedding commutes with the lattice operationsv and \. Therefore, we can associate to a
choice function f the following two sets. The first is the support supp ( f ) of f, the least

subset SoX, such that fV1S. The second is the strong support Supp( f ), the largest subset

SoX, such that 1SVf. The support commutes with v and the strong support commutes

with \.
6A close result was obtained by Kukushkin (2004).
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Definition. The localization of a choice function f at a point xaX is the choice function

fx=fv1X\x.

Lemma 1. An arbitrary choice function is the intersection of its localizations:

f ¼ \xaX fx:

Proof. Due to distributivity

\xaX fx ¼ \xaX f [ 1
X /xð Þ

�
¼ f [ \x 1 X /xð Þ

�
;

��

and since \x1(X\x)=1\x
(X\x)=1t=0X, we get the statement. 5
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R3. Plott functions

The set of choice functions is very large. For example, there are 4096 choice

functions on a three-element set. In choice theory, generally, a choice of bbest
elementsQ is of interest. It is a traditional line of research in choice theory to interrelate

two frameworks, interior and exterior, in order to formalize the notion of a bbest
elementQ (see, for example, Aizerman and Aleskerov, 1995). In the interior framework,

given a structure of bpreferencesQ on X, a choice is constituted of btopQ elements with

respect to these preferences. In the exterior framework, a choice function has to satisfy

a list of consistency requirements, that is a similarity of choices under similar

circumstances.

We shall be interested further in path independent choice functions. A choice function f

on a set X is a Plott function (or satisfies the path independence condition) if, for any

A,BoX,

f A [ Bð Þ ¼ f f Að Þ [ Bð Þ:

Let us recall several basic facts concerning Plott functions.

Often it is convenient to decompose path independence in two properties: the Heredity

and the Outcast.

Heredity axiom (H). Let aaf(A) and aaBoA. Then aaf(B).

In other words, if a is smart in A, then a is also smart in any smaller set containing a.

Outcast axiom (O). If agf(A) then f(A\a)=f(A).

That is, if a is bad in A, then the elimination of a from A does not effect on the choice.

Repeating, we can rewrite the Outcast axiom as follows: if f(A)oAVoA then f(AV)=f(A). In
particular, f( f (A))=f(A) for any A. Moreover, if f(X)=t then f=0X.

The following well-known result is in Ref. [3]. We give a proof for completeness.

Proposition 1. A choice function f is a Plott function if and only if f satisfies the Heredity

and Outcast axioms.
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Proof. Let us check the implication Z . Let f be a Plott function. Suppose a a f(A) and

aaBoA. Let C=A\B. Then A=BvC and, due to path independence, we have the

equality

f Að Þ ¼ f f Bð Þ [ Cð Þ:

Because aaf(A), a should belong to f(B)vC. But C does not contain a, hence aaf(B).

Thus, the Heredity axiom is verified.

Now, suppose f(A)oAVoA. Because A=AvAV and f(A)oAV, by path independence we

obtain

f Að Þ ¼ f A [ AVð Þ ¼ f f Að Þ [ Vð Þ ¼ f AVð Þ:

This establishes the Outcast axiom.

For the reverse implication o, let f satisfy (H) and (O). We have to check

f(AvB)=f( f(A)vB). Because of (H) there holds the inclusion

f A [ Bð Þof Að Þ [ B:

In fact, let xaf(AvB). If x belongs to B, then the inclusion trivially holds. If xaA then,

due to (H), we have xaf(A). Thus, the inclusion f (AvB)of (A)vB is verified.

Now, denote AV=f (A)vB. Then f (AvB)oAVoAvB. Due to (O), we have the

equality f (AvB)=f (AV). 5

Corollary. Let f be a Plott function. Then

(1) supp ( f )=vxaX f({x}). Moreover, for any A, there holds f(A)=f(A\supp( f )).
(2) Supp( f )=f(X).

Proof. The first assertion of (1) follows from H. The second assertion of (1) follows

from O.

It is obvious that Supp( f )of (X). The inverse inclusion follows from the axiom H. 5

Thus, any Plott function is defined on its support and trivially extended on the

complement to the support. In bapplicationsQ, one can assume that X coincides with the

support of f. However, this assumption would be restrictive for developing a general

theory.

Let us give several important examples of Plott functions.

Example 1. Let S be a subset of X. It is easy to see that 1S is a Plott function. Its support

and strong support are equal to S.

Example 2. (Rational functions). Let b be a (strict) partial order on X, i.e., an irreflexive

and transitive binary relation on X. For a subset AoX, let Max(bjA) denote the set of

maximal elements in A, i.e.,

Max bjAð Þ ¼ aaA; abbZbgAf g:

It is easy to check that the choice function sending A to Max(bjA) satisfies H (this is

true for any binary relation) and O (here, transitivity of b is of use) and, hence, is a Plott
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function. We call such functions completely rational because they have the full support.

Later on, we consider rational Plott functions with arbitrary supports.

Example 3. (The Plott function). Let X={a,b,c}. Consider the following choice function p

on X: p(A)=A for any A except A=X; in the latter case p(X)={a,c}. Straightforward

calculations show that p is a (nonrational) Plott function.

Example 4. (Shelling functions). Let l1; . . . ; lk : XYR be a collection of scales on X.

Then, a choice function gl1,. . .,2k:2
XY2X defined by the rule

gl1 ; . . . ; l k Að Þ ¼ aaA : aa1; . . . ; akaR s:t:
X

aili að ÞN
X

aili bð Þ8 baAqa
on

is called a shelling function. One can check (see Proposition 2) that any shelling function

is a Plott function.

The following assertion proven by Blair (1975) allows to construct new Plott functions

using yet existed.

Proposition 2. Let f and g be Plott functions. Then fvg is a Plott function.

For example, the Plott function from Example 3 is the join of two rational Plott

functions corresponding to the linear orders aNbNc and cNbNa.

Proposition 2 is a consequence of the following simple

Lemma 2. Let f and g be choice functions on X. Then

(1) fvg and f\g satisfy (H) if f and g satisfy (H);

(2) fvg satisfies (O) if f and g satisfy (O). 5

Denote by PF(X) the set of Plott functions on X with the induced partial order from

CF(X). For a choice function f, we let fe to denote the union of all Plott functions g such

that gVf. By Proposition 2, fe is the largest Plott function which is inferior or equal to f.

We call fe the Plottization of f. The operation of Plottization e: CF(X)YPF(X) is the right

conjugate retraction to the natural embedding PF(X)YCF(X).

The poset PF(X) is a lattice. The least upper bound (the join) of Plott function f and g is

f_g=fvg, and the greatest lower bound (the meet) f 1g in PF(X) is equal to the

Plottization of f\g.

Remark. Of course, f1g=f\g if f \g is a Plott function. However, in general case, the

intersection of Plott functions is not a Plott function. For example, let X={x,y}, f

corresponds to maximization of the order xNy, g corresponds to maximization of the order

xby. Then f1g=0 whereas f \gp0.

Later on, we give several recipes (Propositions 4 and 5 and Corollary 1 of Theorem 1)

for a calculation of the meet of Plott functions. Here, we mention the following general

formula:

f1gð Þ Xð Þ ¼ f Xð Þ \ g Xð Þ:

This follows from Corollary, since Supp commutes with 1.
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Fig. 1. In the centre of the picture is the largest Plott function 1X. The smallest Plott function 0X is not drawn at

all; it is situated bat the infinityQ. White circles denote join-irreducible elements of the lattice and correspond to

linear Plott functions (see Section 6). Words near a vertex (a circle or a box) means that the corresponding Plott

function is the join of linear function corresponding to the words. Black boxes denote meet-irreducible elements.
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In Fig. 1, we draw the lattice PF(X) for the set X of three elements x,y,z. (Note, that, for

a set X of four elements, there are 625 Plott functions.7)

Some comments to the picture. We see that in the case of three items, the lattice PF(X)

is ranked. This fact is true for any basic set X; (see Edelman and Jamison, 1985 or Johnson

and Dean, 2001). However, the rank function is neither submodular nor supermodular

because the diagram contains hexagons. In particular, this lattice is not a convex geometry.

Nevertheless, it is, undoubtedly, a bconvexQ object because it presents a kind of btriangleQ.
U
274

275
276
4. Meet representation of Plott functions

In this section, we study a representation of a Plott function as the meet of some special

Plott functions.
7We thank F. Hivert for writing the computing codes.
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In Section 2, we introduced the notion of localization. It is clear from Example 1 and

Proposition 2 that the localization fx of a Plott function f is a Plott function. Due to the

definition of meet, from Lemma 1 we get

f ¼ 1xaX fx:

However, typically, a local Plott function fx is not meet-irreducible and takes the form

of the meet of some belementaryQ Plott functions.
Specifically, denote Notin(X) the set of pairs (b,C), where baX, CoX, and bgC. The

set Notin(X) has a natural partial order: (b,C)V(bV,C V) if b=bV and CoC V.

Definition. A circuit of a choice function f is a pair (b,C)aNotin(X) such that

bgf(bvC).8 The set of circuits of f is denoted by Circ( f).

One can think Circ( f) as the bpreference relationQ (or hyperrelation, in terminology of

Malishevski, or extended relation in Nehring’s terminology) revealed by the choice function

f. It is obvious that the set Circ( f) determines the choice function f, f(A)=A\{aaA:(a,

A\a)aCirc( f). We want to characterize Plott functions in term of this relation.

Lemma 3. A choice function f satisfies the Heredity property if and only if Circ(f) is a filter

in Notin(X).

Recall that a filter in a poset P is a subset F such that FaF and FVFV½  imply FVaF.

Proof. Suppose f satisfies the Heredity property, (b,C) is a circuit of f, and CoC V. If
baf(bvCV) then by the Heredity baf(b\C). But this is not the case. Hence, (b,CV) is also
a circuit of f.

Inversely, suppose Cicr( f) is a filter. Let baf(AV) and baAoAV. Since (b, AV\b) is not a
circuit, (b,A\b) is not a circuit and baf(bv(A\b))=f(A). 5

We associate to a pair (b,C)aNotin(X) the circuit choice function cbbC:

cbbC Að Þ ¼ Aqb; if C [ boA;
A otherwise:

�
An intuitive meaning of the circuit choice function cbbC is the following: a presence of

the group C among A prevents choosing the item b. For example, the circuit function cbbt
is equal to 1Xqb. The Plott function from Example 3 is the circuit function associated to

the pair (b,{a,c}).

It is easy to check that any circuit function satisfies the Heredity and Outcast axioms

and thereby is a Plott function. Thus, we obtain the inclusion

c : Notin Xð ÞYPF Xð Þ;
compatible with the order structures on these sets. As we shall see, this inclusion identifies

Notin(X) with the set of meet-irreducible Plott functions.

Note that Circ(cbbC) is the principal filter in Notin(X) generated by the pair (b,C), that

is Circ(cbbC)={(b,C V), CoC V}.
The following notion of transitivity is slightly different (stronger) from that

introduced by Malishevski (Aizerman and Aleskerov, 1995, ch. 4, Definition 5),
8Due to tradition in theory of matroids and antimatroids, only minimal such pairs have to be called circuits. Our

definition is appropriate for general choice functions.
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Nehring (1997) or Dietrich’s circuit axiom for antimatroids (Dietrich, 1987; Korte et

al., 1991).

Definition. A set T oNotin Xð Þ is transitive if, for any two pairs (b,C),(bV,CV) in T , we

have b; C [ CVð Þð \ b; bVf gÞaT :

The intersection of transitive sets is transitive. Therefore, the set of transitive sets form a

closure system and the corresponding closure operator is called the transitive closure.

The following two assertions are slight generalization of Malishevski’s results (see

Aizerman and Aleskerov, 1995, Th. 4 of Chapter 4).

Proposition 3. For a Plott function f, the set Circ(f) is transitive.

Proof. Let pairs (b,C),(bV,CV) be circuits of f, that is bgf(Cvb) and bVgf(CVvbV). Then
consider the choice set for the set (Cvb)v(CVvbV). The item b is out of the choice set,

since it does not belong to the choice set for the smaller set Cvb (the Heredity property).

Similarly, bVgf((Cvb)v(CVvbV)).
Now, if b=b V, then (CvC V)\{b ,b V}vb=(Cvb )v(C VvbV) , and, hence,

bgf((Cvb)v(CVvbV)). Suppose bpbV. Then, since bgf((Cvb)v(CVvbV)), by the

Outcast property, b is out of the choice set for the set ((Cvb)v(CVvbV))\bV. The latter set
equals ((Cvb)vCV)\bV=(CvCV)\{bV}vb=(CvCV)\{b ,bV}vb . That is the pair

(b,(CvCV)\{b,bV}) is a circuit. 5

Proposition 4. Let T oNotin Xð Þbe a transitive set. Then the intersection of circuit

functions cbbC, b;Cð ÞaT , is a Plott function.

Proof. Let f ¼ \ cbbC; b;Cð ÞaT . Due to Lemma 2, we have to check that f satisfies the

Outcast property. Let a,baA and a,bgf(A). We have to check that bgf(A\a). One can

assume that apb.
The assumption a,bgf(A) means that there exist pairs b;Cð Þ; a;Dð ÞaT such that

CvboA and DvaoA. By transitivity of T , the pair (b,CvD\{a,b}) belongs to T .

Since (CvD\{a,b})vboA\a then bgf(A\a). 5

It is obvious, that Circ of this intersection is the filter generated by T . Thus, we obtain

Theorem 1. The mapping Circ gives an anti-isomorphism of the lattice PF(X) of Plott

functions and the lattice of transitive filters in Notin(X). 5

Corollary 1. The Plottization of a choice function f corresponds to the filter generated by

the transitive closure of Circ(f). 5

In particular, the meet f1g of Plott functions f and g corresponds to the transitive

closure of Circ( f)vCirc( g).

Corollary 2. The set of meet-irreducible elements of the lattice PF(X) coincides with the

set of circuit functions.9

In fact, by Proposition 4, any meet-irreducible Plott function has been a circuit function.

Therefore, we have to show that any circuit function c=cbbC is meet-irreducible. Suppose
9B. Monjardet informed us that this is a generalization of Theorem 4 in Caspard and Monjardet, 2004.
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now that c is the meet of Plott functions f and g. Then Circ( f)oCirc(c) and similarly for

g. Since Circ(c) is a principal filter of Notin(X) generated by (b,C), the filter

Circ( f )vCirc( g) is transitive. Hence, the pair (b,C) belongs to Circ( f )vCirc( g). If it

belongs to Circ( f), then f=c, if to Circ( g), then g=c. 5

4.1. Rational Plott functions

A pair (b,C)aNotin(X) is elementary if C contain at most one element. A filter F
in Notin(X ) is elementary if it is generated by elementary pairs. Let

supp Fð Þ ¼ xaX ; x;/ð Þ =aFf g. Denote by b the following binary relation on

supp Fð Þ : bbc if b; cf gð ÞaF .

Let F be an elementary filter and f ¼ \ b;Cð ÞaF cbbC . It is easy to check that the support

of f is equal to supp Fð Þ and on this set, the choice function f maximizes the irreflexive

binary relation b (see Example 2).

If now F is an elementary and transitive filter, then the binary relation b is

transitive. Therefore, the choice function f is a rational Plott function. And vice versa:

any rational Plott function f (with arbitrary support) corresponds to some elementary

transitive filter.

Given a filter F , one can form its rationalization F rat as the filter generated by

elementary pairs of F . If F is transitive, then F rat is transitive; indeed, F rat is the largest

transitive elementary subfilter in F . For a Plott function f denote by frat the Plott function

corresponding to the rationalization of Circ( f). It is the least rational Plott function which

is superior or equal to f. We call it the rational envelop of a Plott function f.

Example 3V. Let p be the Plott function from Example 3. Circ( p) consists of single pair

(b,{a,c}) which is not elementary. Therefore, the rationalization of Circ( p) is the empty

filter (as well as the corresponding binary relation b is empty). Thus, prat is the identical

choice function 1X.

The rational envelop has the following properties:

(1) (extension) fVfrat.

(2) (monotonicity) If fVg, then fratVgrat.

(3) (idempotency) If f is a rational Plott function, then f=frat.

Thus, the rational envelop is a closure operator in the lattice PF(X). The following

assertion is formal consequence of the properties (1)–(3).

Proposition 5. The meet of rational Plott functions is a rational Plott function.

Indeed, f1gV( f1g)rat by (1). On the other hand, ( f1g)ratVfrat=f by (2) and (3).

Similarly, ( f1g)ratVg. Hence, ( f1g)ratVf1g.

Example 5. Let X={x,y,z}. Suppose r1 is rationalized by the order xN1yN1z, and r2 is

rationalized by the order yN2xN2z. Since r1(X)=x and r2(X)=y, then (r11r2)(X)=

r1(X)\r2(X)=t and r11r2=0. We can verify this answer directly. The union of N1 and

N2 contains the cycle xNyNx. From transitivity, we have tNx and tNy. Of course, tNz too.
Hence, the support of (r11r2) is empty.
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The join of rational Plott functions might be nonrational. Nevertheless, for rational Plott

functions f and g, the function ( f _g)rat (which corresponds to the transitive relation

bf \bg) is the least upper bound of f and g in the partially ordered set Rat(X) of rational

Plott functions. Thus, the poset Rat(X) is a lattice.
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5. Linear plott functions and simple words

Here, we shall describe join-irreducible Plott functions. It is convenient to code them by

simple words.

A word (over an alphabet) X is a sequence w=x(1)x(2). . .x(n) of elements x(i) of X.

The integer nz0 is the length of the word w, the elements x(1),. . .,x(n) are the letters of

the word. The set jwj={x(1),x(2),. . .,x(n)} is called the support of the word w. A prefix is

an initial part of a word.

A word is simple if it does not contain repeating letters. The set of simple words is

denoted SW(X). The simplification of a word w is obtained by deleting letters which

appear in the word more than once, starting from the second appearance (for example, the

simplification of abbabcacba is abc). Given a simple word w and its letter a, we denote by

pre(w,a) the subset of jwj constituted of letters preceding a in w (for example,

pre(abdcef,c)={a,b,d}).

A simple word w=x (1)x (2). . .x (n ) defines the following linear order

Nw=(x(1)Nx(2)N. . .Nx(n)) on the subset jwjoX. This ordering defines the blinearQ choice
function lw on X. Namely, for a subset AoX, lw(A)=t if A\jwj=t and lw(A) equals the

maximal element of A\jwj if the intersection is not empty. In other words,

lw(A)=max(NwjA\jwj), or, equivalently, lw(A)={a} if and only if aajwj\A and pre(w,a)\
A=t.

The choice function lw is a rational Plott function. The main peculiarity of this function

is that lw(A) contains at most one element. This Plott function is linear due to the following

definition.

Definition. A Plott function l is linear if, for any AoX, l(A) contains at most one element.

Any linear Plott function has the form lw for some simple word w. (This fact was

proven by Plott.) Namely, given a linear Plott function l, the corresponding simple word w

can be constructed by the rule: its first letter x(1) equals l(X) (of course, if l(X)pt,
otherwise, l=0X and w=t). The second letter x(2) equals l(X\x (1)) and so on.

One can associate to every choice function a collection of simple words.

Definition. The basement of a choice function f is the set Bas( f )oSW(X) of simple

words w such that lwVf.

Example 1V. Let f=1S, where SoX. Then, the basement of f is the set of simple words with

supports in S (waSW(X), jwjoS).

Example 6. Suppose lw is the linear Plott function corresponding to a simple word w. The

basement of lw consists of all prefixes of w.
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Example 3W. Let p be the Plott function on X={a,b,c} (see Example 3). Then the

basement of p consists of the following words:

where t denotes the empty word.

Example 7. Let b be a partial order on X, and let r be the corresponding rational function.

The basement of r consists of the words corresponding to linear extensions of b and all

prefixes of these words.

Example 8. Let c=cbbC be a circuit function. Bas(c) consists of the following words w:

either w does not contain the letter b, or w contains b and there is a letter from C preceding

b (i.e., w=. . .c. . .b. . .).

In terms of the convex structure on SW(X) (see the next section), this basement is the

convex hull of the set of words {x, xgCvb}v{cb,caC}.

Obviously, for any choice function f, the join of linear Plott functions lw, waBas( f ), is

less or equal to f. We claim that this join is equal to the Plottization fe indeed. Specifically,

we have the following

Theorem 2. Let f be a Plott function. Then f=|waBas(f)lw.

Remark. This theorem is a refinement of the Aizerman–Malishevski theorem10 (Aizerman

and Malishevski, 1981). Theorem 2 might be obtained from the Aizerman–Malishevski

theorem or from Litvakov’s (1980) results. One can find a similarity with Theorem 1: the

meet is replaced by the join, circuit functions are replaced by linear Plott functions, and

Circ( f ) is replaced by Bas( f ).

To prove Theorem 2, we consider another relation between choice functions and simple

words.

Definition. We say that a choice function f respects a word w=x(1). . .x(n), if for any k,

1VkVn, x(k)af(X\{x(1),. . .,x(k�1)}) [equivalently, for any letter x of w, we have

xaf(X\pre(w,x)].

Lemma 4. Let f satisfy the Heredity axiom H. If f respects a word w then waBas( f ).

Proof. Suppose a=lw(A), that is pre(w,a) does not intersect A and AoX\pre(w,a). Since f

respects w, there holds aaf(X\pre(w,a)). Due to H, we have aaf(A). 5

For a choice function f, denote by f̃ the join of all linear function lw, where w

runs over the set of words respected by f. In other words, for AoX, f̃ (A) consists
10They announced a closely related theorem for nonempty-valued choice functions.
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of the elements aaA such that there exists a simple word w=. . .a with the

properties

(a) f respects w,

(b) pre(w,a)\A=t.

Lemma 5. Let f satisfy the Outcast axiom O. Then f̃zf.

Proof. Let aaf(A). We have to construct a corresponding word w. We consider two cases.

The first case: f(X)oA. Due to the Outcast property, f(X)=f(A). Therefore, we can set w

as the singleton word w=a. Thus, aaf̃(A).

The second case: f(X) contains a letter xgA. The induced function fV=fjXV (on the set

XV=X\x) satisfies the Outcast property. Therefore, by induction, there exists a word w V
which ends by a, such that f V respects wV and the set pre(w V,a) does not intersect A. Set
w=xw V. It is clear that f respects w and pre(w,a)={x}vpre(w V,a) does not intersect A.

Hence, aa f̃ (A). 5

Proof of Theorem 2. Let f be a Plott function. By Lemma 5 fVf̃, the join of linear Plott

functions lw, where w runs over words respected by f. Due to Lemma 4, these words w

belong to Bas( f ) and we get f̃Vf. 5

As a consequence of Theorem 2 and Example 5, we obtain that the linear Plott

functions are precisely the join-irreducible elements of the lattice PF(X).
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6. Convex structure on SW(X)

We have associated to a simple word waSW(X) the linear Plott function lw. One can

associate to any subset SoSW(X) the Plott function lS=|waSlw. According to Theorem

2, any Plott function is of this form. However, for different S1pS2, it might occur lS1
=lS2

. A

question is to characterize all subsets of SoSW(X) with the same Plott function lS. In

order to answer this question, we define a natural convex structure on the set SW(X) of

simple words over X. Then, the answer to the question is: lS1
=lS2

if and only if the convex

hulls of S1 and S2 coincide.

Recall that, for a simple word w and its letter xajwj, we denoted by pre(w,x) the subset

of jwj constituted of letters preceding x.

Definition. Given a subset SoSW(X), a word w depends on S (or is a convex

combination of words of S) if, for any letter xajwj, there exists a word saS, such that

xajsj and
pre s; xð Þopre w; xð Þ:

For example, any word s of S depends on S as well as any its prefix. In particular, the

empty word t depends on S. Another example. The word bad is a convex combination of

the words abcd and bdac.

Remark. Let us explain briefly how to construct a convex combination of a collection of

words. It can be obtained as a result of the following operations: the shuffling of words,
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the simplification of the shuffled word, and taking a prefix of the simplified word. We

have to explain here only the first operation. A shuffle of two words v and w is a word of

the form

w1v1w2v2 . . .wnvn;

where w=w1w2. . .wn and v=v1v2. . .vn; some of the subwords wi, vj are allowed to be

empty. In words, a shuffled word of two words is the following composition: we have to

take an initial piece of one of the words, then to append it by an initial piece of another

word, then to return to the first word and to take the next piece starting from the

interruption place, then again to switch to the another word, and so on. We illustrate this on

the following example. Let w=xyz and v=abcd. Then the word bxabyczdQ is one of the

shuffles. A shuffle of three or more words is defined similarly.

It is easy to understand that these operations yield convex combinations. One can show

that any convex combination of words can be obtained in this way. But we shall not refer

to this fact.

Denote by co(S) the set of convex combinations of words of a set S. We claim that co is

a closure operator on the set SW(X) (that is, co is an extensive, monotone, and idempotent

operator). The first two properties are obviously true. Thus, we have to check that

co(co(S))=co(S).

In fact, suppose that a word w depends on co(S). That is, for any letter x of this word,

there exists a word taco(S) such that xajtj and

pre t; xð Þopre w; xð Þ:

Since t, in its turn, depends on S, there exists a word saS such that xajsj and

pre s; xð Þopre t; xð Þ:

Hence, pre(s,x)opre(w,x) and w depends on S.

Definition. A subset CoSW(X) is convex if C=co(C).

For example, SW(S) is a convex subset of SW(S) for any SoX. The corresponding

Plott function equals 1S (see Examples 1 and 1V).

Another example: for a word w, the set co(w) of all prefixes of w is convex (and, of

course, it corresponds to the linear Plott function lw).

One more example of a convex set. Suppose that w is a simple word. Let C be

constituted of prefixes of w and the words, which start from w. Then this set C is convex.

Theorem 3. A subset CoSW(X) is convex if and only if C is the basement of some Plott

function (namely, of |waClw).

In other words, the map Bas is an isomorphism between the lattice PF(X) and the lattice

of convex subsets of SW(X). In particular

Bas f1gð Þ ¼ Bas fð Þ \ Bas gð Þ;

Bas f _ gð Þ ¼ co Bas fð Þ [ Bas gð Þð Þ:
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The basements of circuit functions play the role of bhalf-spacesQ in SW(X). And

Theorem 1 is an analog of the Minkowski theorem on a representation of a convex

polytope in R
n as the intersection of half-spaces.

The following proposition is the key claim in proving Theorem 3.

Proposition 6. For any SoSW(X) we have Bas(|waSlw)=co(S).

Proof. Let a simple word w belong to the basement of lS=|waSlw, that is, lwVlS. Then,

we have to check that w depends on S. Let x be a letter of w and let A=X\pre(w,x). By the

definition of the linear Plott function lw, we have x=lw(A). Since lw(A)ovsaSls(A),

xals(A) for some saS. That means that xajsj and pre(s,x) does not intersect A. That is, w

depends on S.

Conversely, let a simple word w belong to co(S). Then, we have to show lwVlS. Let A

be a subset of X. Then, if lw(A) is empty, the proposition is obviously true. Suppose lw(A)

is nonempty and coincides with the singleton set x. Then, A does not intersect pre(w,x).

By the definition, pre(w,x) contains pre(s,x) for some saS. Thus, x=ls(A) and, hence, x

belongs to lS(A). 5

Proof of Theorem 3. Let C be a convex set, i.e., C=co(C). Then by Proposition 6,

C=Bas(|waClw).

Conversely, let f be a Plott function. Due to Theorem 2, f=|waClw, where C=Bas( f).

Due to Proposition 6, co(C)=Bas(|waClw)=Bas( f )=C, so that C is convex. 5

Recall that the conventional convexity in a real vector space has the following property:

a set is convex if and only if it contains the convex hull of any pair of its points. The

convex space SW(X) has a similar property. That is, this convex structure is a genuine

convexity! Note also that the transitive closure considered in Section 4 has the same

property.

Proposition 7. A subset CoSW(X) is convex if and only if, for any pair of words c1 and

c2aC, C contains the whole bsegment Q co(c1,c2).

The proposition follows from

Lemma 6. Let a word w be a convex combination of words w1,. . .,wn. Then, there exists a

convex combination w V of the words w2,. . .,wn, such that w is a convex combination of w1

and w V.

Proof of Lemma 6. Here, we additionally assume that supports of the words wi, i=1,. . .,n,
do not intersect. The general case will be considered in Section 8.

Let the word wV be obtained by deletion of all letters of w1 from w. Obviously, wV is a
convex combination of the words w2,. . .,wn. It is easy to check that w is a convex

combination of w1 and w V. 5

Proof of Proposition 7. Let C contain segment co(c1,c2 ) with any pair of words c1,

c2aC. Let waco(C), that is, w is a convex combination of some words

w1,. . .,wnaC. We have to check that xaC. By Lemma 6, w is a convex combination

of a pair w1 and w Vaco(w2,. . .,wn). By induction, w VaC. Since waco(w1,w V), we obtain
waC. 5
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6.1. A connection with convex geometries

There is a natural bijection between the set of Plott functions and the set of convex

geometries.11 Let us briefly explain this bijection in the language of simple words. Let C

be a convex subset of SW(X). Then, the corresponding convex geometry consists of sets

of the form X\jwj, where w runs over C.

In particular, Theorem 2 is essentially Theorem 5.2 in Edelman and Jamison (1985).

Theorem 3 provides the answer to the following question posed by Edelman and Jamison

(1985, Problem 4): classify collections of linear orders which might be obtained as Comp

Fð Þ (or, due to our notation, as Bas( f )) for a convex geometry F (on X ). Namely, these

sets are exactly the convex subsets of SW(X ).
 O
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RO7. Functorial properties of choice functions

So far, we consider choice functions given on a fixed set X. Now, we shall compare

functions on different sets. Let /: XYY be a mapping of finite sets. Then, one can

transform choice functions on X into choice functions on Y and vice versa. More precisely,

we shall consider three transformations (functors): the direct image (from X to Y), the

inverse image (from Y to X), and the full direct image (again from X to Y). (There is also

the full inverse image but it seems rather trivial and we shall not investigate it.) Such

constructions give a powerful tool for constructing and representation of Plott functions.

These transformations yield mappings between two posets (or lattices). For example,

the direct image is a mapping

/4 : CF Xð ÞYCF Yð Þ:

Recall some terminology concerning mappings of posets or lattices. A morphism of

posets is an order preserving mapping a:PYQ, that is a monotone mapping. A

homomorphism of lattices is a mapping which commutes with (arbitrary) joins and meets.

In particular, a homomorphism transforms 0 into 0 and 1 into 1.

Let a:PYQ and b:QYP be morphisms of posets. a is called left conjugate to b (and b
is right conjugate to a; one also can say that the pair (a,b) is a Galois connection) if, for

paP and qaQ, a( p)Vq is equivalent to pVb( g). In this case, a commutes with sup, b
commutes with inf, and b( q)=sup( paP, a( p)Vq). Conversely, if P is a (complete) lattice

and a commutes with any _, then the mapping b, defined by the previous formula, is right

conjugate to a. Note that all these are particular cases of more general notion of conjugate

functors (see Gabriel and Zisman, 1967).

For example, the homomorphism of lattices 1:2 X YCF(X) has two conjugate

mappings: the left supp and the right Supp. The natural imbedding PF(X)YCF(X)

commutes with joins; the corresponding left conjugate mapping is precisely the

Plottization Pl: CF(X)YPF(X).
11See Koshevoy (1999), Monjardet and Raderanirina (2001). The reader can get acquainted with the notion of

convex geometry in Edelman and Jamison (1985) and Korte et al. (1991).
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Let again /: XYY be a mapping of sets. Then, we have three natural mappings

between the Boolean lattices 2X and 2Y:

/ : 2XY2Y ;/�1 : 2YY2X ; and /þ : 2XY2Y :

Here, /+(A)={ yaY, /�1}( y)oA} is the full image of a subset AoX. It is obvious that /
is left conjugate to /�1, and /+ is right conjugate to /�1.

Using these operations, several mappings between CF(X) and CF(Y) could be

constructed. We consider further only three following mappings.

7.1. Direct image

Suppose we are given a mapping /: XYY and a choice function f on X. Then, we may

bpush forwardQ f from X to Y. Specifically, we define the choice function /*( f ) on Y, by

sending BoY to

/4 fð Þ Bð Þ ¼ / f /�1B
� �� �

:

The choice function /*( f ) is called the direct image of f under the map /.

For each element yaY, we can refer to the elements of the preimage /�1( y) as to clones

of y and denote them y V, y W,. . . (some yaY might have no clones at all).12 Then, an

boriginal element Q yaB belongs to the choice /*( f )(B) if and only if at least one of the

clones of y belongs to the choice under f, i.e., /�1( y)\f(/�1(B)) p t.

7.2. Inverse image

There is a possibility to pull back choice functions. Let g be a choice function on Y.

Define its inverse image, /*( g), under / by the following rule (where AoX):

/4 gð Þ Að Þ ¼ aaA;/ að Þag / að Þ [ /þ Að Þ
� �	 


:

Let, for example, X be a subset of Y, let i: XYY be the natural imbedding, and let

Z=Y\X. Then

i4 gð Þ Að Þ ¼ aaA; aag a [ iþ Að Þð Þf g ¼ aaA; aag A [ Zð Þf g ¼ g A [ Zð ÞqZ:

7.3. Full direct image

Here, we define one more bdirect imageQ given by a bit sophisticated rule. For a

mapping /: XYY and sets AoX, BoY, we say that A shuts B if /+(A)=B.
12For example, one may consider X as a list of candidates on an election, Y as a set of parties, and the clones of y

as members of the party y.
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Let f be a choice function on X. Define the choice function /+( f ) on Y by the

following rule (where B is a subset of Y):

/þ fð Þ Bð Þ ¼ baB;/�1 bð Þof Að Þ for any A shutting B
	 


:

In other words,

/þ fð Þ Bð Þ ¼ /þ \A f Að ÞÞ ¼ \A uþ fð Þ Að Þ;
�

where A runs over all sets shutting B. Note that if there is no a set which shuts B, then

/+( f )(B)=B.

Note that /* (1X)=1/(X), /*(1Y)=1X, and /+(1X)=1Y. It is easy to check that the above

defined operators are monotone. Moreover, there holds

Lemma 7.

(1) /
*
commutes with v;

(2) /* commutes with both v and u.

(3) /+ commutes with u.

Proof is a straightforward calculation. 5

Since /* is a homomorphism of lattice, it has the left and the right conjugates.

However, they do not take the form of /* and /+, respectively. In the next sections, we

study this issue for Plott functions.
 T
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We assert that the direct image sends Plott functions to Plott functions.

Proposition 8. Let f be a Plott function on X. Then, /*(f) is a Plott function on Y.

Proof. The Heredity property: Let ba/* ( f )(B) and baB VoB. We have to check

ba/*( f )(B V). The inclusion ba/*( f )(B) means that b=/(a) with some aaf (/�1B).

Since aa/�1B Vo/�1B then, due to the Heredity property for f, we get aaf (/�1B V).
This implies b=/(a)a/ ( f (/�1B V))=/*f (B V).

The Outcast property: Let /* f (B)oB VoB. We have to prove /* f (B V)=/*f (B). By the

definition, we have the equality /* f (B)=/( f (/�1B)). Hence, we have inclusions

f (/�1B)o/�1B Vo/�1B. The Outcast property for the function f implies the equality

f (/�1B V)=f (/�1B). Applying / to the both sides of this equality, we get the required

equality. 5

Thus, we have a morphism

/4 : PF Xð ÞYPF Yð Þ;
which commutes with joins. In Section 10, we present its right conjugate.

Proposition 8 implies that the direct image of a linear Plott function is a linear Plott

function. More precisely, the direct image /*(lw) of a linear Plott function lw on X is the
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linear Plott function lv on Y, where v=/e(w) is the simplification of the word /(w).

Specifically, if w=vx then

/e wð Þ ¼
/e vð Þ/ xð Þ; if / xð Þ does not occur in / vð Þ;
/e vð Þ otherwise:

(

Thus, /e defines a mapping

/e : SW Xð ÞYSW Yð Þ:

In particular, for any choice function f on X , we have the inclusion /e

(Bas( f ))oBas(/*( f )). In fact, suppose waBas( f ), that is lwVf. Then, by Lemma 1,

we have /*(lw)V/*( f ). Therefore, /e(w) belongs to the basement of the function /*( f ).

For Plott functions, this inclusion is the equality indeed.

Theorem 4. Let f be a Plott function. Then, /e(Bas( f ))=Bas(/*( f )).

Proof. We have to check the inclusion /e(Bas( f ))sBas(/*( f )). Suppose the function

/*( f ) respects a simple word v. Then (by Lemma 4), we have to show that there exists a

simple word w (over X) such that

(1) /e(w)=v, and

(2) f respects w.

We proceed by induction on the length of the word v. If the length equals 0, that is, v is

the empty word, then the proposition is obvious. In general, we write v of the form v Vy,
where yaY and v V is a prefix of v. Obviously, /*( f ) respects v V (as well as v). Since v V is
shorter than v, then, by induction, there exists a simple word w VaSW(X) such that

(1V) /e}(w V)=v V and
(2V) f respects w V.

We can assume that the word w V has the maximal length among words with the

properties (1V) and (2V).
We have to extend w V to an appropriate word w.

Let A=jw Vj and B=jv Vj=/(A). We assert that f(X \A) does not intersect /�1(B). Indeed,

if there exists xaf(X\A), such that /(x)aB, then the word w Vx satisfies the properties (1V)
and (2V) that contradicts maximality of w V.

Thus, f (X \A)o/�1(Y \B)oX \A. By the Outcast property f (X \A)=f (/�1 (Y \B)).

Since /*( f ) respects v=v Vy, ya/*(Y\B)=/( f(/�1(Y\B))). Hence, there exists xaf (X \A),

such that /(x)=y. Therefore, we can set w=w Vx. 5

Corollary. The mapping /e:SW(X)YSW(Y) is compatible with the convex structures. (In

other words, the image of a convex set is a convex set.)

Let us complete the proof of Lemma 6. For words w1,. . .,wn and their convex

combination w, we have to construct a word w V.
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For this, consider n different copies Xi, i=1,. . .,n, of the set X. Let w̃i be the word

corresponding to wi in the alphabet Xi, i=1,. . ., n. Denote by X̃=X1x. . .xXn the disjoint

union of X1,. . .,Xn, and let d: X̃YX be the codiagonal mapping. Obviously, de(w̃i)=wi. By

the above corollary, there exists a convex combination w̃ of w̃1,. . .,w̃n, such that de(w̃)=w.
Since supports of the words w̃i do not intersect, due to the proven particular case of

Lemma 6, we obtain a required X̃-word w̃ V. Then, the X-word w V=de(w̃ V) is a required X-

word. 5
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As we know from Example 3, there are nonrational Plott functions. Here, we show that

any Plott function can be represented as the direct image of a (completely) rational Plott

function.

Definition. Let f be a Plott function on X. A rationalization of f is a triple (Y,b,/) (where Y

is a finite set, b is a strict partial order on Y, and /: YYX is a mapping) such that /*(rb)=f.

We assert that any Plott function has a rationalization (and even many ration-

alizations). The existence of a rationalization was first proven by Litvakov (1980);

however, he did not explicitly operate with the notion of direct image. This existence

result also might be deduced from Theorem 2. Here, we propose a canonical (and

buniversalQ) rationalization.
Let f be a choice function on X. A pair (x,P)aNotin(X) is called admissible if

xaf (Pvx). In other words, (x,P) is not a circuit of f. The set of admissible pairs is

denoted by A fð Þ. The set A fð Þ has a natural preorder U: (x,P)U( y,Q) if PoQ. Let � be

the asymmetric part of , and let f̂=r� be the corresponding rational function on A fð Þ.
Finally, there is the natural projection p : A fð ÞYX , p(x,P)=x. (The reader might check

that the image of p coincides with the support of f ).

Proposition 9. fVp*(f̂) for any choice function f on X.

Proof. Suppose aaf(A). Let P be a maximal subsets of X, such that P contains A\a,

P does not contain a, and aaf(Pva). Obviously, the pair (a,P) is admissible. We

assert that the pair (a,P) is dominated by no admissible pair (b,Q) with baA. Assume

the contrary. Due to maximality of P, we have bpa. Then, baA\aoPoQ, that

contradicts to bgQ.

Thus, the pair (a,P) is not dominated by elements of p�1(A) and, hence, (a,P) belongs

to f̂ (p�1(A)). Therefore, the image of this pair, that is a, belongs to p*( f̂ )(A). 5

Since p*( f̂ ) is the direct image of the rational Plott function f̂, p*( f̂ ) is a Plott

function. Thus, we get a unexpected bPlott shellQ of an arbitrary choice function f. It

would be interesting to study this Plott envelope. Here, we restrict ourselves to two

simple examples.

Example 9. Let X={a,b}, a=f (a), b=f (b), f(a,b)=t. Then, the set A fð Þ consists of two
elements (a,t) and (b,t), and these elements are equivalent. Hence, f̂ =1X and the Plott

envelope of f is 1X. This function, of course, dominates f, however, there are two other
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Plott functions: lab and lba between f and 1X. Together with Theorem 5, this example

shows that the Plott envelope is not a monotone operation.

Example 10. Let X={a,b}, f(a)=a, f (b)=t, f (a,b)=b. Then, the set A fð Þ consists of two
elements (a,t) and (b,{a}), and (a,t)b(b,{a}). The corresponding Plott envelope p*(f̂) is

the linear Plott function lba.

We assert that any Plott function coincides with its Plott envelope. In other words, the

triple A fð Þ; � ; pð Þ is a (canonical) rationalization of f.

Theorem 5. Let f be a Plott function. Then p*( f̂ )=f.

Proof. We have to check the inequality p*( f̂ )Vf. That is, if agf (A), then any admissible

pair (a,P) is dominated by some admissible pair (b,Q) with baA.

We begin with the assertion that there exists baA\a, which does not belong to P. In

fact, suppose AoPva. Since aaf (Pva), then, due to the Heredity property, we have

aaf (A), that contradicts to agf (A).

If baf (Pvavb), the pair (b,Pva) is admissible and dominates the pair (a,P). If b

does not belong to f (Pvavb), then, due to the Outcast property, we have

f (Pvavb)=f (Pva), and, hence, aaf (Pvavb). Thus, the pair (a,Pvb) is admis-

sible and dominates (a,P). 5

We assert that the canonical rationalization is buniversalQ, that is, any other

rationalization factors through the canonical one.

Proposition 10. Let (Y,V) be a preordered set, and let /:Y YX be a mapping of sets such

that /*(r)Vf, where r=rb is the choice function on Y rationalized by the associated partial

order b . Then, there exists a natural monotone mapping of the preordered sets a : YY
A fð Þ such that poa=/.

Proof. For yaY, denote by AF( y) the complement to the principal filter {y V, y Vzy}. In

other words,

AF yð Þ ¼ zaY ; zPyf g:

Consider the set /+(AF( y)) in X. Since ygAF( y), then /( y)g/+(AF( y)).

We assert that /( y)af (/+(AF( y))v/( y)). For this, it suffices to establish (since f

dominates /*(r)) the inclusion /( y)a/*(r)(/+(AF( y))v/( y)). This will follows from

that in the fiber /�1(/( y)) there exists a point yV, which is not dominated by any point of

/�1 (/+(AF( y))v/( y)). For this, pick a maximal element yV of the fiber /�1( y) which

(weakly) dominates y (that is yVzy ). Suppose there exists a point z in

/�1(/+(AF( y))v/( y)) which (strictly) dominates yV. It is clear that z does not belong

to the fiber /�1( y).

Thus, z is mapped to /+(AF( y)), and, hence, zaAF( y). Therefore, zNy Vzy, that

contradicts to zaAF( y).

Thus, we established that the pair (/( y),/+(AF( y))) is admissible in X. Define a

mapping a : YA fð Þ by the formula a( y)=(/( y),/+(AF( y))).

Obviously, there holds poa=/. Moreover, the mapping a is monotone. In fact, if y VzY

y, then AF(y V)sAF( y) and applying /+ preserves the inclusion. 5
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10. The inverse image of Plott functions

Let again /: XYY be a mapping, and let g be a choice function on Y. Recall that the

inverse image /*( g) is given by the rule:

/4 gð Þ Að Þ ¼ aaA;/ að Þag / að Þ [ /þ Að Þ
� �	 


:

Proposition 11. If g is a Plott function, then /*(g) is a Plott function.

Proof. The Heredity property: Suppose aaAVoA and aa/*( g)(A). We have to show that

aa/*( g)(AV), that is /(a)ag(/(a)v/+(AV)). But this is a consequence of the Heredity

property for g and the inclusion /+(AV)o/+(A).

The Outcast property: Suppose aaA and ag/*( g)(A). We have to show the inclusion

/*( g)(A\a)o/*( g)(A) (the inverse inclusion follows from the Heredity).

Denote b=/(a) and AV=A\a. Let aV be an arbitrary element of AV and b V=/(a V).
Suppose aVg/*( g)(A). This means that bVgg(bVv/+(A)). We should show that

bVgg(bVv/+(AV)). If bg/+(A), then /+(AV)=/+(A) and the assertion is obvious.

Therefore, we can assume that ba/+(A) and, hence, /+(AV)=/+(A)\b. If b=bV then the

assertion is obvious. Therefore, we can assume that bpbV. Since bgg(/+(AV)vb) then, by

the Heredity, b is out of the choice set for the larger set bVv/+(AV)vb. Therefore, (due to

the Outcast axiom for g) the elimination of b from bVv/+(AV)vb does not change the

choice and bVgg(bVv/+(AV)). 5

Thus, the operation /* defines a mapping (a homomorphism, as we shall see) of

lattices

/4 : PF Yð ÞYPF Xð Þ:

We assert that this operation is right conjugate to the operation of the direct image:

Theorem 6. Let f be a Plott function on X and g be a Plott function on Y. Then /* (f)Vg if

and only if fV/*(g).

In other words, /*( g) is the largest Plott function on X whose direct image is inferior

or equal to g.

Proof. Suppose that /*( f )Vg and aaf (A). We have to show aa/*( g)(A), that is

/(a)ag(/(a)v/+(A)). Using the notations b=/(a) and B=/+(A), we have to show that

bag(bvB).

We start by showing that the fiber /�1(b) intersects f (/�1(bvB)). For this, we

consider the auxiliary set av/�1BoA. Due to the Heredity property, aaf (av/�1B). If

the fiber /�1(b) does not intersect f (/�1(bvB)), then all elements of /�1(b) are bbadQ in
/�1(bvB). Then (due to the Outcast axiom), all elements of /�1(b) are bbadQ in the

smaller set av/�1B. But this contradicts aaf (av/�1B).

Thus, there exists an element a V over b which belongs to f (/�1(bvB)). This means

that ba/*( f )(bvB). From the supposition /*( f )Vg, we get bag(bvB).

Let us show now that fV/*( g) implies /*( f )Vg. Applying /* to fV/*( g) we reduce

the assertion to proving the inequality /*/*( g)Vg. Let ba/*/*( g)(B). This means that
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there exists a over b such that aa/( g)(/�1B). That is, b=/(a)ag(/(a)v/+(/
�1B))=

g(/+(/
�1B)). Since Bo/+(/

�1B), then by the Heredity property, we have bag(B). 5

Corollary 1. /* commutes with 1.

Note that /* commutes with _ as well (Lemma 7).

Corollary 2. Bas(/*g)=/e
�1(Bas(g)).

Proof. Let waBas(/*g) that is lwV/*( g). This is equivalent to l/e
(w)=/*(lw)Vg, that is

/e(w)aBas( g). 5

Corollary 3. ((The projection formula)). Let /:XYY be a map of sets, let f be a Plott

function on X, and let g be a Plott function on Y. Then

/4 f1/4 gð Þð Þ ¼ /4 fð Þ1g:

Proof. The inequality V follows from monotonicity of the operator /*. Let us prove the

inverse inequality z. Suppose that laBas(/*( f )1g). Then, laBas(/*( f )) and laBas( g).

By Theorem 4, there exists a linear Plott function l VVf, such that /*(l V)=l. Since lVg,

l VV/*( g). Therefore, l VV f 1/*( g) and l=/*(l V)V/*( f 1/*( g)). 5

In particular, for f=1X, we have:

/4 /4 gð Þð Þ ¼ 1/ Xð Þ1g:

For example, if / is a surjective map, then /(X)=Y and /*(/*( g))=g for every Plott

function g on Y. Note that the inequality /*(/*( g))Vg can be strict when / is not

surjective; see Example 11(d).

Corollary 2 gives a description of the inverse image of a linear Plott function lv as the

join of linear Plott functions lw, /e(w)=v. A similar (dual, indeed) description exists for

circuit functions.

Proposition 12. Let g=cbbD be a circuit function on Y. Then, /*(g) is the intersection of

circuit functions on X of the form cab/�1(D) , where a runs over the set /�1(b).

Proof. Recall that the circuit function g does not choose an item b if the agenda B contains

Dvb. Hence

/4 gð Þ Að Þ ¼ aaA;/ að Þag / að Þ [ /þ Að Þ
� �	 


¼ A

except the cases when /(a)=b and /+(A)sD (that is As/�1(D)). In the latter cases

/4 gð Þ Að Þ ¼ Aq/�1 bð Þ:

This means precisely that /*( g) is the intersection of the corresponding circuit

functions. 5

Since the inverse image commutes with \ and 1, this proposition allows to represent

the inverse image of a Plott function of the form the intersection (or the meet) of circuit

functions. Here is an example.
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Example 11. Let Y={a,b} and g be the rational function lab=cbba. We consider four maps

of a three-element set on Y and find the corresponding inverse images of f. (In the

following examples, / acts by forgetting accents.)

(a) Let X={a V,aW,aj}. Then, /*( g)=1X.

(b) Let X={a V,aW,b V}. Then, /*( g) is the circuit function cb Vb{a V,aW}, the Plott function

from Example 3.

(c) Let X={a V,b V,bW}. Then, the inverse image is the intersection of two circuit functions

cb Vba V and CbWba V, that is the rational function generated by the partial order b Vba V,
b VbaW.

(d) Let X={b V,bW,bj}. Then, the inverse image f is equal to 0X.

Recall that any Plott function might be represented as a direct image of some rational

function. Using inverse image, we may represent any Plott function as an inverse image of

some shelling function (see Example 4). Namely, the following theorem is a translation in

our language of the main result of Kashiwabara et al. (2004).

Theorem 7. Let f be a Plott function on X. Then, there exist a set Y, an embedding i:XYY,

and a shelling Plott function gl1,. . .,ln on Y13 such that

f ¼ i4 gl1 ; . . . ;lnð Þ:
 E
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11. The weak direct image of Plott functions

Since the inverse image commutes with _, it has the right conjugate. This right

conjugate operator /! to /* we call the weak direct image. Let f be a Plott function on X.

Then /!( f) is the maximal Plott function h on Y, such that /* (h)Vf.

To understand better the operation /!, we describe the basement of /!( f ) for a Plott

function f on X. Suppose that a Y-word v is in the basement of /!( f ) and lv is the

corresponding linear Plott function on Y. lvV/!( f ) if and only if /*(lv)Vf. That is,

/e
�1(Bas(lv))oBas( f ). The last inclusion can be rewritten as Bas(lv)o(/e)+(Bas( f )).

Recall that Bas(lv)=co(v) consists of all prefixes of the word v.

Note that if the mapping / is surjective, this condition can be rewritten as

va(/e)+(Bas( f )). That is, any lifting of v belongs to Bas( f ).

Thus, we have proven the following

Proposition 13. Bas(/!( f )) consists of Y-words v such that

co vð Þo /e

� �
þ

Bas fð Þð Þ:

Example 3j. X={b}, Y={a,b,c}, /: XYY is the canonical embedding. Let f=0 be the

bemptyQ choice function on X, so that Bas(0) consists only of the empty word. The set
13It is possible to let n=|X |.
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(/e)+(Bas(0)) contains the empty word as well as any word including the letters a or c.

In particular, it contains the word ba but does not contain its prefix b. Hence, the set

(/e)+(Bas(0)) is not convex. It is easy to see that Bas(/!(0)) consists of the empty word

as well as any word beginning with a or c. Thus, /!(0) is the Plott function p from

Example 3.

Below we give one more description of the weak direct image operator. Namely,

we will show that /!( f ) is the Plottization of /+( f ), the full direct image of f. Recall

that /+( f )(B) consists of baB, such that /�1(b)of (A) for any A which shuts B (that

is /+(A)=B). One can show that /+( f ) satisfies the Heredity property for a Plott

function f. However, the Outcast property can be violated as the following example

shows.

Example 12. Let X={a,b,c V,cW}, and let f be the intersection of three circuit functions

corresponding to the following three circuits: ({b,c V}Na), ({c V,cW}Na) and (cWNb).
Since this set of circuits is transitive, the choice function f is a Plott function

(Proposition 4).

Let now Y={a,b,c} and u: XYY be the natural projection. We assert that the full direct

image g:=u+( f) does not satisfy the Outcast property. For this, we calculate the values of

this choice function on the sets {a} and {a,b}.

(1) g(a)=a. Indeed, there are three sets in X shutting {a}, namely, {a}, {a, c V} and

{a,cW}. It is easy to see that a is in the choice of f from these sets.

(2) g(a,b)=t. Indeed, the set {a,b,c V} shuts the set {a,b}. Since f (a,b,c V)={b,c V} does

not contain a, agg(a,b). Furthermore, the set {a,b,cW} also shuts the set {a,b}.

Since f (a,b,cW)={a,cW} does not contain b, bgg(a,b). Thus, g(a,b)=t.

The assertions (1) and (2) violate the Outcast axiom.

Proposition 14. Let f be a Plott function on X and g be a choice function on Y. Then,

fz/*(g) if and only if /+(f)zg.

Proof.

(1) Let fz/*( g), and yag(B) for BoY. We have to show that ya/+( f)(B). According to

the definition of /+( f )(B), we have to pick a subset AoX which shuts B and to

check that /�1( y) is a subset of f (A). Since f z/*( g), it suffices to check that

/�1( y)o/*( g)(A). The latter is equivalent to yag( yv/+(A)=g( yvB)=g(B) which

holds true.

(2) Conversely, let /+( f )zg, and xa/*( g)(A) for AoX. We have to check that

xaf (A). By the definition of the inverse image, xa/*( g)(A) means that /(x)a
g(/(c)v/+(A)). Let us denote y=/(x), B=yv/+(A), and AV=/�1( y)vA. In these

notations, we have yag(B) and therefore, ya/+( f )(B). Since, obviously, AV shuts B,
we have the inclusion /�1( y)of (AV). In particular, xaf (AV).

Note that xaAoAV, hence, by the Heredity property, xaf (A). 5
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Corollary. Let f be a Plott function on X. Then, /!( f ) is the Plottization of /+( f ).

Proof. In fact, if g is a Plott function on Y, then /+( f )zg if and only if Pl(/+( f ))zg. 5

We assert that the weak direct image of a circuit function is a circuit function. More

precisely, there holds

Proposition 15. Let c=cCNx be the circuit function on X corresponding to a pair

(x,C)aNotin(X). Then, /!(c)=/+(c) is the circuit function on Y corresponding to the pair

(/(x), /+(C)).

Proof. Let us calculate /+(c)(B) for BoY. Suppose, for the beginning, that B contains the

set /(x)v/+(C). Denote by A the set /�1(B)vC. Then, /+(A)=Bv/+(C)=B, that is, A

shuts B. Since A contains xvC, we have f (A)=A\x and /+( f (A))=B\/(x). From this, we

get /+(c)(B)=B\/(x).

Suppose now that B does not contain the set /+(C). In this case, any set AoX which

shuts B does not contain C. Therefore, f (A)=A, /+f (A)=B, and /+(c)(B)=B.

Thus, /+(c) is the circuit function on Y corresponding to the pair (/(x),/+(C)). Since a

circuit function is a Plott function, we have /+(c)=/!(c). 5

Example 3j agrees with Proposition 14, since /+(t)={a,c}.
As a right conjugate functor, the weak direct image commutes with 1. Together

with Proposition 15, this give another tool for calculating weak direct image of Plott

functions.

Corollary. Suppose that a mapping /: XYY is surjective. If f is a rational Plott function

on X, then /!(f) is a rational Plott function on Y.

Proof. Every rational Plott function is the meet of belementaryQ rational Plott functions
rxbx V (see Section 4). The operation /! commutes with 1. Therefore, it suffices to check

the assertion for these belementaryQ functions. But these functions are circuit functions

associated to pairs of the form (x,{x V}) (if x Vpx) or (x,t) (if xV=x). From Proposition 14

and the surjectivity of /, the weak direct image of such belementaryQ rational functions are
again belementaryQ rational functions. 5

Example 3j shows that the surjectivity assumption does matter.
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